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Abstract: The ability to identify and rank risk is essential for efficient and effective supervision
of financial service firms, such as banks and insurers. Risk ranking ensures limited resources
are allocated where they are most needed. Today, automatic risk identification within insurance
supervision primarily relies on quantitative metrics based on numerical data (e.g. returns). The
purpose of this work is to assess whether Natural Language Processing (NLP) and cognitive networks
can achieve similar automated risk ranking and identification by analysing textual data, i.e. NIDT =
829 investor transcripts from Bloomberg. To this aim, this work explores and tunes 3 NLP techniques:
(1) keyword extraction enhanced by cognitive network analysis; (2) valence/sentiment analysis; and
(3) topic modelling. Results highlight that keyword analysis, enriched by term frequency-inverse
document frequency scores and semantic framing through cognitive networks, could detect events of
relevance for the insurance system like cyber-attacks or the COVID-19 pandemic. Cognitive networks
were found to highlight events that related to specific financial transitions: The semantic frame of
"climate" grew in size by +538% between 2018 and 2020 and outlined an increased awareness that
agents and insurers expressed towards climate change. A lexicon-based sentiment analysis achieved
a Pearson’s correlation of ρ = 0.16 (p < 0.001, N = 829) between sentiment levels and daily share
prices. Although relatively weak, this finding indicates that insurance jargon is insightful to support
risk supervision. Topic modelling is considered less amenable to support supervision, because of a
lack of results’ stability and an intrinsic difficulty to interpret risk patterns. We discuss how these
automatic methods could complement existing supervisory tools in automated risk ranking.
Keywords: Insurance; natural language processing; topic modelling; text analysis; complex networks;
risk ranking.)
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The Prudential Regulation Authority (“PRA”) is the UK’s financial regulator with
responsibility for prudential oversight of the insurance industry [1]. It regulates around
300 general insurers that write over 100 billion of premiums each year; covering everything
from motor, household, and pet insurance for retail customers, to the largest financial
risks of global corporations [2] – for example, business interruption costs following natural
catastrophes, such as hurricanes, or man-made disasters, such as terrorism. Identifying,
monitoring, and ranking these risks is critical to ensure that limited resources are focused
on the firms, or sectors, that pose the largest risk to the PRA objectives.
Today, this assessment of risk, relies on quantitative reporting (regulatory returns
[3]) and supervisory judgement [1,2]. In the latter case, this will typically be informed by
meetings with a firm’s senior management and interpreting large volumes of unstructured
reports – for example, Board reports and minutes. The purpose of this work is to establish
whether Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [4] can be adopted, enabling a
systematic approach to analysing unstructured reports - e.g. extracting key topics and
sentiment - thereby helping to monitor and identify firms with higher prudential risk
[1]. Automatic NLP approaches could complement existing quantitative and qualitative
assessments, based on numerical data [2], and help resource allocation, focusing more
resources on those insurers identified as higher risk. For regulators, the potential insights
and hence benefits of NLP can be considered in three broad areas as described below.
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Firstly, NLP approaches might help identify emerging market issues: Some risks such
as the increase in cyber-crime can hit the headlines and are relatively easy to be identified by
humans engaging in knowledge search through information platforms [5]. For this reason,
many studies about market fluctuations have focused on social/news media analysis
to predict financial patterns, like shocks in stock prices [6–8]. Other topics might give
rise to niche or underground debates, e.g. health practice [9,10]: These topics might be
more uncommonly discussed across media channels and thus become more difficult to be
identified by monitoring social/news systems [10]. To what extent is NLP able to capture
different risks by using insurance-specific reports? Exploring this research direction makes
this work different from others mostly focusing on social media data. Secondly, NLP
approaches enhanced by cognitive science [11] might help identify market perceptions
towards the insurance sector. Understanding “the market’s” view of an insurer or the
sector is important in judging to what extent investors are willing to provide additional
funding following an adverse event [2,12]. This view can be reconstructed by considering
mostly two elements [13–15]: (i) the semantic content describing specific features of the
view (e.g. identify disgruntled market analysts), and (ii) the affective content brought by
these features (e.g. protesting inspiring negative feelings). In computer science, positive
or negative attitudes are mapped within the idea of "sentiment" [7,16], which broadly
overlaps with "valence" in psychology [15,17], i.e. how pleasantly or unpleasantly a
concept is perceived. In this paper, sentiment and valence will be used as synonyms, like in
previous works [17–19]. A persistent negative sentiment could concern supervisors [20],
as it suggests an increase in the risk that investors may no longer support a financially
weak insurer. In a banking context, Gandhi & colleagues [21] identified that more negative
sentiment scores are associated with larger de-listing probabilities, lower odds of paying
subsequent dividends, and higher subsequent loan loss provisions. Can NLP techniques
credibly identify insurer sentiment as expressed by market analysts and hence identify
analogous risks for the insurance sector? Furthermore, can NLP also identify the specific
semantic features characterising those risks, e.g. identify which words were used to
describe/frame those risks? A third element of relevance to this study is the identification
of risk profiles. Understanding an insurer’s “risk profile” is important to supervisors, as it
represents the type of risks that an insurer is exposed to [2,3]. For example, a motor insurer
is exposed to a severe winter potentially resulting in a significant increase in car accidents;
in contrast, a satellite insurer will be exposed to possible electrical failures on launch. In
practice, supervisors, in making judgments, group and benchmark their firm against those
they believe have a similar risk profile [22]. Such groupings are based on a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative factors. Can NLP provide a systematic, unbiased perspective
that could provide assurance or challenge as to whether the current risk profile groupings
are reasonable or when they need to change?
This manuscript explores the above three research questions by using several NLP
techniques, enriched by cognitive networks, i.e. representations of associative knowledge
where concepts are represented as nodes and linked according to conceptual associations
[11,15,23,24]. Whereas most NLP methods are excellent in producing model outputs (e.g.
identifying keywords) they provide little insight into the organisation of knowledge in
language [15,25].
This paper explores NLP/cognitive network techniques in addressing the above three
research directions:
•

•
•

Uni-grams enhanced by Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
scores [26], and complemented with semantic network analysis, are used to identify
emerging market issues;
A lexicon-based sentiment analysis, analogous to VADER [18], is used to identify the
market analysts’ perception of the insurance industry;
Topic modelling, via a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) approach [4], explores
whether the allocation of each insurer to a specific group aligns with or challenges
existing perspectives on peer groups.
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Let us briefly discuss why we selected the above methodological approaches:
•

•

•

The purpose of word/phrase automated extraction is to identify important topics in
a given document [4]. According to Cavusoglu [27] there are three major methods
for keyword extraction: (i) rule-based linguistic approaches, which usually rely on
syntactic relationships and human coding [14]; (ii) statistical approaches, e.g. counting word frequency; and (iii) machine learning approaches, which usually require
some prior knowledge for unsupervised learning or training data [4]. This paper
explores statistical techniques using n-gram statistics, word frequency, and the TF-IDF
measure because these techniques require no domain knowledge. The paper also
explores a rule-based approach adopted from cognitive network science [19], which
represents domain knowledge as a network of conceptual associations and enables
greater contextual information.
The purpose of sentiment analysis is to determine the degree of positivity, negativity, or
neutrality of transcripts that provide insight on analyst opinions towards insurers. This
work uses the financial lexicon provided by Loughran and McDonald [28] (referred
to as the “Loughran lexicon”) to identify sentiment. This lexicon was based on
VADER’s approach [18], i.e. attribute a sentiment score to each word in a text and
then compute an overall sentiment score for the whole text based on single scores
and simple grammatical rules. The Loughran lexicon was specifically developed for
data mining financial articles to address the fact that almost 3 out of 4 negative words
in common language are typically not rated negative in a financial context (see [28]).
Jairo and colleagues [29] have shown that the Loughran lexicon outmatched VADER
and other approaches in predicting the sentiment of financial texts. Importantly, the
Loughran lexicon provides predictions of the polarity of the content (i.e., whether it
contains mainly positive or negative sentiments) and a subjectivity score that assesses
the extent to which the text data is based on facts or opinions.
LDA is a family of unsupervised learning algorithms that identify hidden relationships
between words used across several documents. No prior knowledge of topics or
themes is usually required and LDA can infer collections of words consistently coappearing together across documents, i.e. topics [4]. This paper examines whether
LDA can identify similar firms based on the identified topics.

1.1. Relevant literature
To the best of our knowledge, there is no directly related research that considers
textual analysis to support the identification of prudential risks specifically within the
insurance sector. Instead, the most relevant research considers the extent to which textual
information is able to predict stock prices across sectors [6–8] – such analysis is similar,
but not identical, to identify firms that may present higher prudential risk. For example,
stockholders may reward a high-risk strategy that delivers excess returns, but which may
not be in the interests of policyholders. Boudouk and colleagues using advances in NLP specifically the ability to identify relevance and tone (i.e., sentiment) of news – conclude
that “market model R-squared are no longer the same on news versus no news days”
[30]. Tetlock identifies that high media pessimism predicts downward pressure on market
prices, but this is followed by reversion to fundamentals over longer periods – suggesting
only short-term prediction is possible [31]. Heston and Sinha conclude that “daily news
predicts stock returns for only one to two days, confirming previous research. Weekly news,
however, predicts stock returns for one quarter.” [32]. In another study, Sinha’s findings
“suggest the market underreacts to the content of news articles” [33]. In a related context,
Tetlock and colleagues [34] looked at the relationship between language and a company’s
earnings, and concluded that “the fraction of negative words in firm-specific news stories
forecasts low firm earnings”. More recently, at a macro-economic level, Petropoulos and
Siakoulis used NLP techniques coupled with machine learning (i.e. XG Boost) to generate
a sentiment index that signals market turmoil with higher-than-random accuracy when
trained on Central Bank speeches [35]. These studies provide converging evidence that
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textual data can contain insights useful for predicting market signals, thus encouraging
further research about using NLP techniques for assessing risk profiles in insurance data.
NLP methods can be integrated by cognitive network science, a field that is growing
quickly at the interface of psychology and computer science [23,36]. Cognitive networks
are models that can map how concepts are organised and associated in cognitive data
like texts, e.g. social media posts [5,14,19], movie transcripts [37] and books [25,38,39].
The structure of cognitive networks was shown to highlight key cognitive patterns like
writing styles [39], alterations to cognition due to psychedelic drugs [36], and, relevantly
for this work, it could reconstruct the semantic and emotional content of online perceptions
towards to gender gap in science [15] and COVID-19 vaccines [5,40]. In text analysis,
cognitive networks are advantageous for reconstructing the semantic frame of a target
concept, i.e. the set of words appearing in the same context of the target and specifying
its meaning [13,14]. In a network representing syntactic relationships between words, this
semantic frame can be mapped onto the set of words adjacent to a given target one [5,15].
We follow a similar approach, reconstructing a network of word associations in insurance
reports (both from analysts and insurers) and investigating target words by analysing
their semantic frames/network neighborhoods. This quantitative pipeline will reconstruct
specific perceptions of insurance jargon over the years. Cognitive networks have also been
used in conjunction with sentiment analysis [19] to identify positive/negative perceptions
about the COVID-19 lockdown in social media.
Sentiment analysis can be performed in many different ways. The simpler approaches
are lexicon-based techniques [31], which then progressed to rule-based extraction approaches that attempt to capture phrase-level sentiments [30]. More recent research [32,33]
deploys machine learning techniques, such as recurrent neural networks, to dynamically
classify and identify sentiment. In absence of training data for the insurance reports
considered here, this paper adopts the more straightforward lexicon-based approach.
Topic modelling is relative to identifying collections of words that are thematically
referring to specific aspects of discourse, e.g. a social media conversation about politics
might focus on topics like political issues, engagement and social challenges [41]. In LDA,
each topic represents an unstructured mixture of words [42]: Each word is endowed with a
statistical probability of co-occurring with other words in the same topic and with other
words across other topics. In this way, each topic represents a distribution. The adoption of
LDA techniques in investigating insurance reports is relatively fragmented. An insurancerelated use of topic modelling was set out by Wang and Xu [43]. The authors used LDA
to support the identification of fraudulent claims, raising some concerns about a lack of
stability of results. Beyond this example, at the best of our knowledge, we are not aware
of any research that uses topic modelling, or specifically the LDA, for identifying insurer
risk profiles within the UK sector. This represents an interesting research gap for our
quantitative exploration.
The above literature review outlines our approach to the investigation of textual data
for supporting risk assessment in the insurance sector. The manuscript proceeds with a
Materials and Methods section, where we report on data and algorithms, a Results section,
organised across different studies, and a Discussion section, where the pros and cons of our
approach are discussed alongside relevant literature.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Investor daily transcripts
Our core dataset consists of investor day transcripts (IDTs). IDTs were downloaded
from Bloomberg Terminal (cf. Link, last accessed: 14/09/2022) as individual PDF files.
These were converted using Adobe Acrobat into text (i.e. txt) files. The IDTs are transcripts
from presentations hosted by insurers to provide information about the firm to investors.
US-listed insurers are required to update the market quarterly throughout the year, whereas
UK listed firms are only required to update the market biannually. As a result, not all
insurers have the same number of transcripts. The UK general insurance market consists of
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Figure 1. Left: Comparing length of Company and Analyst sections overall years (2014-2021). Right:
A smaller sample of Admiral Share Price fluctuations with Investor-Day dates.

domestic insurers, such as Admiral and Aviva (who provide car and household insurance)
and international insurers, such as AIG and Munich Re (who provide insurance and
reinsurance to international businesses). Large overseas insurers such as Allianz and Axa
are also included since they have substantial UK operations.
IDTs are typically in two distinct sections. The first is a presentation by the firm’s
senior executives (referred to as the Company section), covering financial and operational
performance since the previous communication, and typically includes perspectives on
future opportunities or headwinds. For example, from Direct Line Group’s (DLG) 2019
Year-End IDT: “We’ve delivered an operating profit of 547 million and a return on tangible
equity of 20.8%, which I think demonstrates the resilience of the business model.”. This
text describes the financial performance of DLG. The same report mentions also that “the
technology upgrades that we’ve been working towards are injecting real momentum into
the transformation now” in relation to operational issues. In each case, these sentences
provide insight into the Company’s perspective on its performance. The second section
covers “Questions & Answers” (“Q&A”), providing market analysts the opportunity to
ask for further detail on specific areas of interest or challenge the firm on any aspects of
the materials presented. For example, using the same DLG IDT, and extracting a question
from one of the analysts, “...on the reserve releases. I guess they are a little bit lower
than all of us in aggregate expected, how did that compare to your expectations?” Such
questions provide information of what the market finds of interest, as well as potentially
their perspective (as opposed to the firm’s view).
On average, Q&A transcripts are around 50% longer than the Company section in
terms of word count, and there is a positive correlation (Pearson’s ρ = 0.65, p < 0.001)
between the length of the company section and the length of the Q&A section – i.e. firms
that tend to have a lengthy Company section also provide more time for Q&A (see Figure
1, left).
Data cleaning and text parsing were applied separately to each section as well as
combined depending on the purpose. In total, 44 general insurers were selected, resulting
in NIDT = 829 IDTs covering the period 2014 to 2021. During the period there were a
number of transactions resulting in discontinuities in the data. For example, ACE only has 7
quarters of transcript data, as it acquired Chubb in Q4 2015 and retained the Chubb (rather
than the Ace) brand. Such discontinuities inevitably distort over-time firm level analysis
but do not invalidate industry trends – for example, in this case, the Chubb transcripts
from 2016 onwards contain business performance and risks of the combined entity.
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2.2. Share price information
Historic daily share prices over the period 31/12/2013 to 31/3/2022, for each of the
selected insurers was downloaded from Bloomberg. For the purpose of this analysis the
share price movement between 2-days before and after the investor day presentation was
recorded and compared to sentiment scores to assess whether they have any predictive
qualities. A portion of this dataset is visualised in Figure 1, right.
2.3. Data cleaning
Additional data cleaning was needed to ensure company names were consistent – for
example, “W.R. Berkley” was changed to “WR Berkley”. Coding was carried out in Python
using a Juypter Notebook. The following data were retrieved from each of the text files and
stored in a pandas dataframe:
•
•
•

•

Company name: taken from the filename;
Time period: taken from the filename, and stored as a 6-digit number. The first four
digits represent the year, and the subsequent two the calendar quarter;
Company section: all words within the text file up to a pre-defined identifier (for
example, “questions and answers”) were allocated to the company section. In practice,
this involved some trial and error, as the identifiers changed over the years;
Analyst section: contained all words within the text file not allocated to the company
section.

Initial exploratory analysis was carried out to identify potential firms that could distort
the findings. This included extracting the distribution of the transcript lengths for each
section (across firms and over time), identifying the most common words (uni-, bi-, and
tri-grams), and word clouds to identify whether themes could be identified. During this
stage, one company, Berkshire Hathaway, was removed on the basis that (a) their transcript
is significantly larger than the next largest transcript; and (2) the company themes were
significantly different from other insurers – which reflects the fact that insurance, via its
subsidiary GEICO, is only a relatively small part of the overall group (<20% of revenues in
2021 according to Statista.com), which would increase the risk of extracting non-insurance
relevant themes during the keyword extraction analysis. The share price movement was
also added to the pandas dataframe.
The following pipeline was created to format the unstructured corpus text before
analysis:
•

•

•

•

Remove special characters (e.g. non-alphanumeric characters) and text within curly
brackets. In the latter case, curly brackets are used within certain IDTs to denote who
is speaking.
Tokenise text: This process breaks up each IDT into chunks of information, known as
tokens, that are treated as discrete elements for analysis. This analysis also explored
the use of sub-word tokenisation – i.e., in addition to analysing individual words, the
analysis also considered 2- and 3-word tokens.
Remove stop-words: It is essential to remove stop words as these do not contain
useful sentiment information (for example, words like “well, thank you”). In practice,
identifying stopwords was an iterative and subjective process, using word clouds and
word counts to establish those to remove. In this analysis, we started with the general
stop words available from nltk, and then added firm and individual names to avoid
larger insurers and analysts (who typically cover several insurers) dominating the
themes.
Lemmatise the tokens: Lemmatisation refers to the process of removing inflectional
endings, to ensure only the base form of a word is retained.

2.4. Text analysis
For keyword/key-phrase extraction we used the TF-IDF weighting factor [26]. This
measure attempts to identify the uniqueness of a specific word or phrase by reducing the
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Figure 2. Combining word clouds and TF-IDF scores. Note: words are coloured according to their
polarity – green positive, red negative, grey neutral. Words in blue highlight those selected for
comment.

weighting of words that appear commonly across all documents in a collection. Mathematically, given our corpus of IDTs, C, the document frequency of d f (t) is simply the number
of documents d in C that contain the term t, in formulas d f (t) = |{d ∈ C |t ∈ d}|. Based on
this, the inverse document frequency is defined as:
id f (t) = log(

|C |
).
d f (t)

(1)

Note that the log function is used for sublinear scaling to avoid rare words getting an
extremely high score. Each term is given a TF-IDF weighting, which provides high values
for terms appearing frequently in the selected document D but rarely in others:
t f id f (t, D ) = t f (t, D ) · id f (t).

(2)

A combination of word clouds, heatmaps, and network visualisations was used to
outline the results. In word clouds, rather than changing word size according to their
frequencies, we used TF-IDF scores. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the benefits of
the TF-IDF in drawing out the pertinent themes which would be lost if we were merely
highlighting the most common words. In this case, in 2021 the TF-IDF correctly highlights
major themes (tracked also by previous works) like the COVID-19 pandemic (see [9,44]),
the increasing risk for cyber-attacks and online manipulation (see [45–47]) and growing
concern around inflation (see [48]).
In addition to computing TF-IDF scores, we also built cognitive networks. As common
practice in computer science, we used co-occurrences between the cleaned, lemmatised, nonstopword word-forms to infer syntactic relationships between words in sentences [25,39].
This approach might miss syntactic dependencies between words far apart in sentences (see
also [15]) but it has the advantage of being a computationally inexpensive method [39] that
requires no prior training data. We also enriched this structure by building relationships
between any two words being synonyms according to WordNet [49]. The resulting network
structure is cognitive because it reflects, to a limited extent, how concepts were syntactically
and semantically associated within the narratives of different transcripts. As in prior
works, we aggregated links coming from different sentences in the same document. We
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reconstructed the semantic frame of concept X as the network neighbourhood of that
concept, i.e. the collection of nodes adjacent to X. We use semantic frames to quantitatively
compare how concepts were reported in the transcripts across different periods.
The evolution of words associated with a common word was also visualised through
the lens of cognitive networks – this provides a perspective of how the meaning and context
of words evolve over time and could provide insight into the changing risk landscape.
For sentiment analysis, we used the Loughran and McDonald dictionary [28] implemented via the pysent3 library. For any word w, the lexicon provides positive (Pw ) and
negative (Nw ) word scores, as well as polarity pw and subjectivity sw based on the following
formula [28]:
Pw − Nw
Pw + Nw
pw =
sw =
.
(3)
Pw + Nw
∑w ( Pw + Nw )
In addition, Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to measure the strength and
direction of relationship between the polarity and share price movements, defined as
ρ( X, Y ) = (cov( X, Y ))/(σX σY ), where X is the share price and Y is the corresponding
polarity score.
For topic modelling with LDA [42] we use the generative version of LDA implemented in gensim. Each topic becomes an unstructured list/distribution of words that
co-occur together in specific documents more than random expectation [4]. To select
the optimal number K of topics, we adopted a coherence maximisation approach, which
essentially selects K according to when topics provide words that overlap the most in
co-occurrences across documents. Specifically, within gensim, we selected the cv option in
models.coherencemodel. Without any gold labels on the dataset, we cannot provide quantitative measures for the interpretation of individual topics, but we can test their content and
stability over time.
3. Results
This section outlines the key results of the manuscript in terms of: (i) keyword extraction and semantic frame analysis; (ii) sentiment analysis; (iii) topic modelling.
3.1. Keyword extraction
Uni-gram word clouds based on the TF-IDF weightings highlight interesting patterns
from the data, which are reported in Figure 3, top. "Solvency" was strongly featured in
the years 2015-2017. This coincides with the introduction of a new complex prudential
regulatory framework in the EU, known as Solvency II (Link, last accessed: 14/09/2022).
"Ogden" was prominent in 2016 and even more in 2017. This was a material issue for UK
motor insurers, reflecting a significant increase in the number of court awards following a
severe bodily injury claim (Link, last accessed: 14/09/2022). "Jebi" was a Japanese typhoon
that occurred in December 2019 resulting in an estimated USD 13.5 billion. Its prominence
reflects the timing (i.e. at the end of the year) and the uncertainty in total insured losses.
COVID-19 and national lockdowns [19] were all unsurprisingly featured heavily in 2020.
In 2021, in addition to the COVID-19-related topics, "cyber" and "inflation" became more
prominent (according to the TF-IDF algorithm). In part, this relates to the tensions leading
to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, especially since the year-end reporting for at least some
of these firms occurred after the start of the war. These patterns indicate that the TF-IDF
scores were able to identify notable events that influenced risks in the insurance sector, and
hence of relevance to prudential regulators.
The heatmap in Figure 3, bottom, helps understand how these identified topics evolved
over time, e.g. "inflation" and "covid" grew only recently whereas other topics persisted less
prominently but over longer time windows. Both the analyses reported in Figure 3 could
complement PRA internal planning meetings in providing an independent perspective of
what topics the market is discussing – and hence whether they should be represented to a
similar degree by the regulator.
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Figure 3. Top: Uni-gram word clouds for the period 2014-2021. Each cloud represents all IDTs in one
year. Note: words are coloured according to their polarity – green positive, red negative, grey neutral.
Words in blue highlight those selected for comment. Bottom: Uni-gram word heat map of TF-IDF
scores over each year, from 2014 to 2021.
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Figure 4. Semantic frame for "climat" in 2018 (left) and in 2020 (right) insurance reports. Note: node
size reflects degree centrality, i.e. the semantic frame size of each word in the overall cognitive
network. Words are clustered in Louvain communities only for the sake of visualisation (see also [5]).

3.2. Semantic frame analysis
Semantic frame network analysis provides a further enhancement to uni-gram analysis since network links can identify how concepts were associated in insurance reports.
Reporting all network neighbourhoods/frames for all the roughly 3000 unique words
represented as nodes in each yearly network would be cumbersome. Hence, we focused
our attention on concepts that underwent the most drastic transitions in their semantic
frame size, i.e. the number of words linked to them. The most drastic fluctuation was
found to be relative to "climate", which underwent a massive increase in semantic frame
size k between 2018 (k = 13) and 2020 (k = 70), an increase of 538%. The semantic frames
for "climate" over these two years are reported in Figure 4. These conceptual associations
highlight how the context of "climat" mentioned in IDTs has evolved and increased in recent
years, particularly with the appearance of more conceptual associations linking climate
change with the health emergency and the costs of developing a resilient infrastructure.
Interestingly, in 2018, the IDTs framed "climate" as a concept with a rather narrow semantic
frame, mentioning links with "business", "volatility" and "management". In 2020, the topic
matured over 2020 to include crucial associations, that led to a more densely structured
semantic frame, with several concepts revolving around the climate transition, its economic
benefits and costs, and the need for resilience against crises, like COVID-19.
The above patterns emerge from hundreds of reports and can be visualised in a
relatively straightforward way as a complex network. This indicates the powerfulness of
this approach for supervisors and policymakers in extracting views about specific concepts
across large volumes of texts in a simple, network-informed way.
3.3. Valence/sentiment analysis
Share price movements are assumed to be a reasonable proxy for sentiment following
the new information provided within the investor day presentations [7]. For example, we
should expect a positive share price movement following positive news. Figure 5, top left,
shows the relationship between polarity scores in IDTs and share price movements for
each company and time period. A correlation analysis indicates the presence of a small
yet statistically significant correlation (Pearson’s ρ = 0.16, p < 0.001 < α = 0.05). In other
words, the existence of more positive terms being used during the Q&A section of an
insurer’s investor day presentation was subsequently reflected in a positive share price
movement.
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Figure 5. Top left: Share price movements vs polarity scores (2014-2021). Top right: Scatter plot
between share price movements and sentiment scores. Bottom left: Comparing share-price movement
and subjectivity scores (2014-2021). Bottom right: US insurance industry sentiment analysis over the
years.

Polarity is a mix of positive and negative sentiment patterns. Hence, the next step is
to assess how each of these parts determines the above result. This is shown in Figure 5,
top right, which separates firms in four different quadrants according to their positive and
negative sentiment scores. Firms for which both negative and positive sentiment scores
were correlated with share prices would be those with price movements showing relatively
higher positive correlations against positive sentiment (X axis) and higher negative correlation with negative sentiment (Y axis), i.e. firms with correlated prices should fall in
the bottom right quadrant. Unfortunately, only a round 33% of firms are clustered in this
quadrant. Notice that these results might further improve with the advent of insurancespecific lexicons. The one we are using here, the Loughran and McDonald lexicon [28], is
a generic one for financial services, which might be missing sentiment scores specific to
the context of the insurance sector. Another element that could distort this analysis is that
market analysts typically update their opinion on a sector based on the first reporting firm
[8]. For example, if Admiral holds its investor day presentation setting out positive loss
experience, analysts may assume all UK motor insurers will have had a good 6-months.
Consequently, the share price for the other insurers (such as Direct Line) would also move.
Any subsequent movements on the day of Direct Line’s actual presentation would represent
the relative movement to the sector’s expectation regardless of whether it is overall positive
from the firm’s perspective. Such a relationship is naturally more complex but should be
considered as part of future refinements.
Figure 5, bottom right, shows the polarity scores over time for US insurers, which
enables a consistent time series for each quarter (noting that most European insurers only
provide updates every 6 months). Interestingly, in insurers’ IDTs, the sentiment of analysts
in Q&A sections is consistently lower than the sentiment scores of company sections. This
pattern persists across 7 years and cannot be caused by a systematic data analysis bias, since
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both the Q&A and company sections are analysed through the same pipeline and with the
same sentiment lexicon (see Methods). We rather interpret this finding in view of analyst
perspectives potentially challenging management, whilst the company section arguably
reflects a marketing opportunity focusing on future positive opportunities for the insurer.
Secondly, the lowest sentiment trends in the US insurance sectors are found to be at the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic, in early 2020. This affects both sections in insurance reports.
Thirdly, we find that even during the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns [19],
the overall sentiment score improved over time compared to the levels of Q1 2020. This
might be due to public interventions in providing relief to the economic crisis aggravated
by the pandemic ().
Figure 5, bottom left, considers the interplay between the subjectivity expressed
by companies in insurance reports and the relative share price movements. According
to previous works, [28], subjectivity should reflect anticipation of the future related to
economic growth. Do companies providing more subjective content, and hence possibly
providing more aspirational messages, benefit from higher share prices? The data displays
a negative answer: There is a lack of statistically significant correlation (Pearson’s ρ =
−0.01, p = 0.9312) between subjectivity scores in reports and share price movements. This
negative finding indicates that the insurance market debated in the current dataset is
portrayed as focused on the present, with statements that do not focus on the expectation
of future growth.
3.4. Topic modelling
Each of the 829 IDTs (from 44 insurers) was parsed through an LDA implementation
that identified K = 4 groups/topic allocation through consistency heuristics, see Methods.
Figure 6 shows the LDA implied group/topic allocations, i.e. identifying and allocating
a specific insurer’s IDT to a specific group based on the similarity of topics with all other
IDTs. Once allocated in topics, IDTs were sorted across years, providing a chronological
order. For some insurers, the allocation of their IDTs to one of the four groups changed
over the time period. The allocation of the most recent IDT (i.e. those relating to 2021) is
shown in a fuller shade, and any different allocations from the previous years’ IDTs are
shown in a lighter shade. Where an insurer only has one allocated topic, this means that
the LDA model has consistently allocated that insurer throughout the whole time window
spanned by the dataset.
None of the identified topics exhibited obvious links with words that are commonly
used to describe an insurer’s risk profile, making it difficult to interpret the groupings. This
result suggests that the application of topic modelling as an NLP technique for identifying
risk profiles might be non-conclusive. However, the grouping induced by document allocation across groups/topics appears to some extent to reflect a combination of geographic
locations and product focus. For example, Group 1 primarily consists of US-focused commercial insurers; Group 2 consists of largely European-focused insurers with primarily
retail customers and Group 3 are relatively niche specialty insurers operating in the London
Market. However, Group 4 displays an overlap with Group 1, as this also contains large
global commercial insurers with a significant presence in the US. It is noticeable that Ace
acquired Chubb (but retained the Chubb brand) in 2015 (Link, last accessed: 14/09/2022)
which explains Chubb’s overlap between Groups 1 and 4. A potential area for further
investigation is to establish why Swiss Re and WR Berkley display overlaps between Group
1 and 3, and Munich Re between 2 and 3 – does this represent a shift in risk profile to
more specialty business? These results are not conclusive, but they do highlight possible
additional areas for investigation for future research.
4. Discussion
This work used NLP and network science techniques to investigate 829 insurance transcripts by 44 general insurers between 2014 and 2021. The TF-IDF algorithm combined with
the visualisation via word clouds, heat maps, and cognitive network analyses highlighted
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Figure 6. Allocations of different insurers across the 4 identified topics.

several events of relevance for the insurance market and quantified a growing awareness of
the economic repercussions of climate change. Sentiment analysis also showed interesting
results, finding a positive correlation between an insurer’s polarity and subsequent share
price movements (Pearson’s ρ = 0.16, p < 0.001). While relatively weak, this correlation
could grow stronger in presence of more refined NLP approaches and lexicons capturing
insurance specific-jargon. Our findings provide quantitative evidence that these techniques
could mine knowledge from hundreds of documents at once and support human analytical
assessments of past trends/issues, integrating with traditional insurance risk analyses.
Finally, topic modelling with LDA [42] provided an interesting independent perspective
of possible peer groups for insurers based on their language. Unfortunately, the retrieved
topics did not highlight easy-to-interpret patterns over the risk profiles debated by insurers
themselves. This is likely to reduce buy-in from key stakeholders of LDA analyses.
The quantitative experiments reported here highlight the potential for NLP [4,26]
and cognitive networks [11,15,19,25] to complement and enhance a supervisor’s view of
both their firm and the sector within which it operates. Identifying emerging themes
and understanding how an insurer is managing these is a core component of supervision.
Understanding negative changes in market perceptions could highlight the need for more
proactive supervision to understand the underlying drivers. That said, the automated
analyses reported here come with some key limitations. Three noticeable shortcomings are:
(1) the lexicon to categorise words is not insurance specific but rather relative to finance
in general [28]; (2) the documents analysed are limited and stylised to meet the needs of a
specific audience (in contrast the PRA receives a vast amount of additional information [2],
including risk reports, that potentially contain a much richer risk-related source of intel applying the same methods explained here to such documents might reveal more patterns);
and (3) the use of share price as a proxy for prudential risk should be replaced by the PRA’s
internal view – noting that share price movements may not always be aligned to prudential
risk [1,3].
This analysis has provided some interesting results, but future research is needed
to establish whether a business benefit can be achieved through NLP and cognitive net-
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works. Let us briefly discuss how this might be achieved with future interventions. The
word/phrase extraction highlights some interesting trends, and in several cases validates
internal views on the main issues over the past 8 years. The challenge remains whether such
a tool can merely help provide a rich narrative of the past, or support the identification of
forward-looking risks [47]? That said, the ability of a regulator to highlight historic market
trends to galvanise the need for action should not be underestimated, especially since it
can spawn increased coordination among different "silos" in organisations [20,50]. In this
sense, such techniques could be considered as complementary to more common quantitative analyses based on numerical data. In particular, cognitive networks and their ability
to showcase the associative structure of knowledge from texts [5,11,37,39] could prove
powerful in understanding points of view from different firms/reports. The statistical
analysis indicated a relatively small correlation between sentiment scores and share price
movement – suggesting limited insight at a company level. However, some intuitive sector
sentiment scores (see Figure 5, bottom right) and cross-firm comparisons (Figure 6) suggest
areas for further investigation. For example, one area for further investigation could be
to assess whether sentiment analysis can accurately distinguish relative sentiment scores
between firms or sectors, even if predicting absolute risk is weak. Such analysis could then
provide supervisors with a perspective on whether market sentiment is turning positive or
negative in the immediate neighbourhood of a given target. For instance, Semeraro and
colleagues [5] used semantic frame analysis with cognitive networks and found that the
specific sentiment surrounding Pfizer and Astrazeneca were drastically negative even in a
social discourse where the overall concept of "vaccine" was portrayed positively. Moving
sentiment analysis further to tackle specific targets might reduce the chance to confound
signals and highlight different, potentially opposite, sentiment trends. This work has
largely focused on polarity scores; however, as pointed out by Skinner [51] the disclosure
of good news tend to be point or range estimates, whereas bad news disclosures tend to be
qualitative: This suggests merit in investigating different approaches even between positive
and negative sentiment trends.
When text analysis is adopted more broadly in the insurance market, also on the
onset of the promising exploratory results reported here, it will be important to monitor
and assess any changes in insurer or market analyst behaviour [22,32]. For example, will
insurers try to game the system by using highly positive words, even when delivering
bad news? Such concerns feel somewhat premature, however, as such analysis becomes
widespread, being mindful of these possibilities will be increasingly important.
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